
Tackboards    
Simply designed, tackboards are the standard type of bulletin board. Featuring a slight frame 
of metal or wood around a cork or vinyl sheet, these boards are ideal for hanging signs and 
decorations. As their name suggests, they can be repeatedly punctured by thumbtacks 
without issue. Lightweight and easy to update or move, cork bulletin boards are a popular, 
affordable option for educational spaces. 

Shop Tackboards 

Bulletin Board Types 

Bulletin boards are a fun and easy way to distribute information, share news, and advertise events. Learn more 
about the different types of display boards available and how they can support your educational space.  
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Cork boards are easy to customize 
and repair. Vinyl and fabric boards 
are more colorful and durable, but 
cannot be altered. 

Locking bulletin boards keep 
materials safe and prevent 
tampering. Non-locking enclosed 
bulletin boards can be accessed 
by anyone. 

Outdoor bulletin boards are typically 
sealed against light rain, but rely on 
overhangs to protect against extreme 
weather. 

Bulletin boards with doors discourage 
changes, while open boards invite 
students and staff to add or update 
displayed information at any time. 

School Outfitters Tips 

https://www.schooloutfitters.com/catalog?sc_cid=BuyingGuide_BulletinBoards_Header_Logo
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Mobile Display Boards      
Rolling bulletin boards offer a convenient way to bring corkboards anywhere they’re needed. 
Some styles are double-sided while others have one tackboard side and one whiteboard 
side. Ideal for theaters, meeting rooms, and other collaborative spaces, mobile display 
boards make it easy to share ideas and set up temporary information centers. 

Shop Mobile Display Boards 

Enclosed Bulletin Boards      
Large, enclosed bulletin boards can be a great way to centralize information in schools and 
libraries. Most often featuring shatter-resistant acrylic, this type of bulletin board features 
one or more clear doors to keep contents protected even in high traffic areas. Enclosed 
bulletin boards with locking doors offer more control over what is displayed while still 
allowing access to educators and administrators. 

Shop Enclosed Bulletin Boards 

Outdoor Message Boards  
Built to withstand the elements, outdoor message boards are extremely durable. Lockable 
doors prevent tampering and overhead covers protect the board during poor weather 
conditions. Able to be mounted to posts or attached to buildings, outdoor enclosed bulletin 
boards can support parks, playgrounds, and other natural public areas. 

Shop Outdoor Message Boards 

Letter Boards   
A letterboard is an easy way to standardize your messaging. Each letter is bright and 
bold against the fabric or acrylic background, allowing guests to clearly read the sign 
every time. These bulletin boards are typically enclosed behind locking doors, so only 
approved staff can alter them. Ideal for displaying information that doesn’t often need 
updating, enclosed letterboards are an attractive option for many busy, public places. 

Shop Letter Boards 

Sign Stands    
Lightweight yet sturdy, standing signs are an ultra-portable option for special events and 
other temporary setups. Featuring wide bases to prevent being knocked over, sign holder 
stands can be topped with a whiteboard, letterboard, or a simple frame ready to accom-
modate printed messages or custom cork sheets. Effortlessly direct guests to meeting 
rooms, provide instructions on registration days, and more with versatile sign stands. 

Shop Sign Stands 

Cork Rolls      
For a more DIY approach to school bulletin boards, cork board rolls are the perfect solution. 
Easy to cut and customize, educators can get creative with their classroom bulletin boards 
using cork rolls. Add functionality to any classroom board by attaching cork sheets or rolls, 
create your own board with custom frames, or use cork sheets to repair old boards instead 
of just throwing them away. With options like extra thick sheets and adhesive backs, cork 
board rolls can be a great addition to creative learning spaces.

Shop Cork Rolls 
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